**Volunteer Star**

RUTH PETKOFSKY, Ed.D

**What duties do you perform in your volunteer role at CVIM?**
I screen people to make sure they meet the eligibility requirements to be patients at the clinic.

**What brought you to volunteer at CVIM?**
Originally I donated to the start-up of CVIM. This is also the most important volunteer activity I can think of to participate in.

**How does volunteering at CVIM make you feel?**
This work makes me feel useful.

**What would you tell your friends to interest them in volunteering at the clinic?**
I would stress the importance of the work we do here.

**What other hats have you worn?**
I was a professor of education at West Chester University and wrote the early childhood program, now a curriculum at the university. I also serve as Treasurer of APSCURF, the retirement group of the faculty union at West Chester University.

**When you’re not at CVIM, what are a few of the things you do for enjoyment?**
I enjoy reading, painting, swimming, other exercise, and going on Facebook. Of course, I love spending time with my four children and their mates, as well as my four grandchildren.